
BBF / FIBC 

Flexible Intermediate Bulk Container - FIBC (aka Big-Bag or Bulk-bag) are
large sacks made of laminated or non-laminated fabrics woven from Polypropylene (PP)
threads, with a carrying capacity of 500 kg to 2000 kg, for packaging, transport and
storage of powder and granular products. . BigBagler is preferred to ensure that
processed or raw products are not exposed to any contamination during their shipment
to the final packaging facility, and are transported in a clean and safe manner.

TARGET SECTORS

• Agriculture Sector: Seeds, Grains, Animal feeds

• Food Sector: Sugar, Flour, Pulses.

• Chemical Industry: Plastic Granules, Fertilizers.

• Mining Sector: Sand, Aggregate, Coal, Salt, Soda Powder

• Recycling: Biomass Pellets, Shredded Tires

BENEFITS

Multi-purpose models allow multiple uses

More economical than other packaging products it is compared to

Saves money by reducing labor costs

Allows you to use warehouse space effectively

Can be custom designed according to product and customer needs

Helps create a more sterile work environment



BBF / FIBC Variations

BBF-P BIGBAG FILLING SYSTEM, weighs on a
platform where height can be adjusted with a
screw shaft. Accuracy is 5‰ (five thousandths) of
a full bag weight. Improves process accuracy and
material utilization efficiency; eliminates rework
and waste of material.

BBF-H BIGBAG FILLING SYSTEM, has a mechanical
setup where weighing bridge joints are being
suspended. High precision filling is possible since there
is only product weight on the bridge. Accuracy is 5‰
(five thousandths) of a full bag weight.

BBF-X BIGBAGWEIGHING SYSTEM is frequently used in
applications requiring high volume. Weighing takes
place in the collecting hopper. When the bunker
reaches the target weight, the filling stops and the
discharge into the bigbag starts automatically. When
the big bag is full, the lower flap closes and whole
process starts over. When the new bag is installed, the
big bag filling process can be initiated without any delay
because the bunker is pre-filled. So no time is wasted. It
has a capacity of 30 tons/hour. Accuracy is 5‰ (five
thousandths) of a full bag weight.



Add-ons & Components

SLIDING FILLER HEAD

It is designed to fill various big bags
by the center by moving the filler head on the
horizontal axis.

BAG HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

In operations where bags with various
heights are used, the bag holder can be adjusted with a
hydraulic system on the HMI panel with 1mm precision.

CONTINUOUS INFLATION

It is preferred to be able to fill the
bag evenly where optimum bag capacity and
stability is a must.

BAG BLOWER

It is preferred to shorten the cycle times
by flattening the folds on the bag and getting it ready to
be filled rapidly.



Add-ons & Components

FILLING PORT FLOW CONTROL VALVE

During the filling phase, it allows operator fill the
bag in 3 different ways.

FILLER NECK

The double-walled filling neck is designed to help
load the material evenly in the bag and to
prevent dusting whilst filling.

DUST SUCTION

Allows dust-free filling by absorbing the dust
caused during filling via jet filter.

REPLACEABLE PORT THROTTLE

Preferred when various filling ports
are used, the filling throttle can be easily
dismounted & mounted before the operation.



Add-ons & Components

MANUAL BAG HOLD

Bag hold system can be selected
manually or automatically as desired. In automatic
option, the bag release time can be selected by
the user or can be timed.

AUTOMATIC BAG DROP

In this option, 2 bag hooks (1 in the front
and 1 in the back) release the bag in a controlled
manner so that the bag does not collapse. Since the
operator is in control, it prevents work accidents and
product wastage that will occur when the bag is tilted
to one side at the end of filling.

RIGID CONTAINER FILLING ADAPTER

In enables system to fill rigid containers
such as barrels and containers without dusting. After
filling, the lid of the filling container can be closed.


